
STAFF REPORT

DATE: July 1, 2014

TO: City Council

FROM: Gene Rogers, Interim City Manager

SUBJECT: Potential Tax Measure

Recommendation
Consider the information provided in this report and advise staff of next steps.

Council Goal(s)
Fiscal stability

Background and Analysis
On several occasions Council discussed the possibility of placing a tax measure on the upcoming
November election ballot or sometime soon thereafter. At its meeting of June 24 Council
requested that staff provide additional information pertaining to a potential tax measure for the
purpose of funding certain projects that were considered by Council at that meeting.

Parcel Tax
Pursuant to Council direction, a chart is provided that identifies the annual and cumulative
revenue that would be raised by several different iterations of tax measures that address different
amounts of parcel fees, from $50 to $100 per year, through time ranging from 6 through 20
years. The upper limits of $100 tax and 20 years were selected in recognition of the polling data
released last week.

The chart includes estimates of the debt or bond capacity associated with the funds collected
over time (e.g 10 years) at specified annual parcel tax levies. It also provides an estimate of the
present value of the funds in the same manner. The present value projects the decline in buying
power of a dollar due to inflation over the duration of the term. For example, what is the present
value of a $50 annual parcel fee collected for 10 years? It would be the cumulative value (of a
$50 parcel tax) of $1.4 million, for a total of ten years to equal $14 million. In this case the
present value of $14 million is $11.9 million using an estimated inflation average of 3% per year.
This is useful in comparing the value of the projects that may be funded over time. It is also
helpful in determining the relative merits of funding through issuing debt supported by the parcel
taxes vs. pay-as-you-go.

Utility User Tax*
The purpose of this section is to provide information requested regarding the possible imposition
of a utility user tax (UUT). The UUT was addressed in a previous staff report. In summary, it is
a tax imposed upon the users of certain utilities, which could include gas, electric,
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telephone/communications, water, sewer, sanitation, and cable tv. State and Federal
governments are exempt as well as gas and water used by utility companies to generate
electricity. Cities may also determine to include low income full or partial exemptions in their
ordinance.

UUT is almost always imposed as a general tax, an act which requires a simple majority vote
conducted at municipal election. There is an exception to the municipal election requirement if
there is an emergency and the elected body unanimously approves the placement of the tax
ordinance on the ballot at any other time.

There are 154 California cities and 4 counties that impose UUT. UUT comprises a significant
portion of the general fund revenues of many city budgets. Most large cities have UUT. On
average, UUT provides 15% of the general-purpose revenue of the cities that levy it. The
average rate of the tax is 5.5%.

It should be noted that one advantage of a UUT is that is a durable tax that is more consistent
than the city’s most significant general taxes. UUT inflates with time and it tracks with growth
in consumption of the elements that are subject to the tax. It is less susceptible to economic
downturns than property tax and sales tax though it must be acknowledged that effective
resource conservation may have some impact upon future consumption patterns. In a city such
as Davis, which is largely built-out, a UUT would provide needed stability to the general fund
budget.

An important question being addressed in this section is an estimate of revenue that may be
derived by a UUT levied in Davis. This is a difficult task insofar as there are several important
data points that would need to be known to make an accurate estimate. These include the extent
to which there may be exemptions and the array of services upon which that UUT would be
levied. Also, it is conceivable that there may be a different tax levy imposed upon different
services, i.e. 6% on electric and gas, 2% on sanitation. Finally, it is not known whether any
eligible services may not be taxed at all.

For purposes of this exercise, staff is using the average UUT rate, 5.5%, as the model for
projecting revenues that would be raised annually for the UUT. It is reasonable to assume the
tax would be applied to both electricity and gas. Based upon reliable information it is known
that about 9% of the gross revenues for electric and gas would be exempted for federal, state and
local government facilities, and also low income. Applied to these two only, the tax would raise
about $2.7 million annually.

Applying the 5.5% UUT to the other eligible utilities is less certain and there is a larger unknown
factor about the impact of exemptions for each specific utility. Assuming a 10% exemption
factor, sanitation might produce about $500,000 and cable television might produce the same
amount. Water utility would produce about $800,000 and sewer utility would produce about
$700,000. An alternative to not taxing some or all of these services is to increase the tax rate
levied on electricity and gas.
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Off-Municipal Election Timing
As noted above, Council could schedule an election to accommodate an emergency UUT
election. This could be accomplished through a regular election or a pilot mail ballot election.
It is the County Elections Office preference that off-elections not interfere with a regularly
scheduled election. The windows of time for 2014 would appear to be early spring and mid-
summer though other options could be explored. The City Council must vote to place a measure
on the ballot and then forward the measure to the County, who must then call for the election at
least 88 days before the desired election date.

Advisory Measure
A Utility Users Tax could be specified for certain types of services or projects, such as
transportation, public safety, parks maintenance or animal control, but the identification of such
restriction(s) in the adopting ordinance would invoke a requirement for two-thirds majority voter
approval because the UUT would no longer be characterized as a general tax—it would be
transformed into a special tax subject to the super-majority vote per the California constitution.
To staff’s knowledge there are no existing circumstances where UUT special taxes are being
collected.

In some cases city leaders have desired to identify the probable municipal service beneficiaries
of the UUT and have placed companion measures on the same ballot for the purposes of having
the voters advise the elected officials on how the new revenues should be used. An advisory
measure cannot, however, be constructed in a way that would place any requirement upon the
elected officials that would override their discretion on the use of the revenues. Examples of
such advisory measures are attached. The use of such advisory measures is limited and there is
no evidence that they are effective in building support for the UUT. Opponents often argue that
the use of an advisory measure is a way of getting around the intent of Propositions 13 to require
a two-thirds vote for special taxes.

________________________________________________________________________
*The source of much of the factual information about UUT is The California Municipal Revenue
Source Handbook authored by Michael Coleman ( http://californiacityfinance.com/)
**As noted, more detailed research and information is needed to provide more reliable UUT
revenue estimates, however, these estimates are of reasonable scale to indicate that Staff is still
seeking more information about the profile of city electrical and gas utility users. An update if
that information becomes available.

Attachments
1. Parcel Tax Calculations
2. Examples of Advisory Ordinances



Attachment!1
Parcel!Tax!

Amt.!Per!
year

Revenue!
per!yr 6!years 10!years 12!years 15!years 20!years

$50! $1.4!M! $8.4!M $14!M $16.8!M! $21!M! $28!M

$60! $1.7!M!! $10.2!M $17!M $20.4!M! $25.5!M! $34!M

$70! $1.9!M!! $11.4!M $19!M $22.8!M! $28.5!M! $38!M

$80! $2.2!M! $13.2!M $22!M $26.4!M! $33!M $44!M

$90! $2.5!M!! $15!M $25!M $30!M! $37.5!M! $50!M

$100! $2.8!M! $16.8!M $28!M $33.6!M! $42!M! $56!M



Attachment!1
Parcel!Tax!(Net!Bond!&!Adjusted!for!Inflation)!

Parcel!Tax!!Amount 6!years 10!years 12!years 15!years 20!years

$50 $8.4!M $14!M $16.80! $21!M $28!M

Net!Bond!Amount $6.9!M $10.9!M $11.9!M $14.2!M $17.3!M
Parcel!Tax!(adj.) $7.6!M $11.9!M $13.1!M $15.6!M $19!M

$60 $10.2!M $17!M $20.4!M! $25.5!M! $34!M

Net!Bond!Amount $8.4 M $13.2!M $14.5!M $17.2!M $21!M
Parcel!Tax!(adj.)!! $9.2 M $14.5!M $16 M $18.9!M $23.1!M

$70 $11.4!M $19!M $22.8!M! $28.5!M! $38!M

Net!Bond!Amount $9.4!M $14.7!M $16.2!M $19.2!M $23.5!M
Parcel!Tax!(adj.)!! $10.3!M $16.2!M $17.8!M $21.1!M $25.8!M



Attachment!1
Parcel!Tax!(Net!Bond!&!Adjusted!for!Inflation)!

Parcel!Tax!!Amount 6!years 10!years 12!years 15!years 20!years

$80 $13.2!M $22!M $26.4!M! $33!M! $44!M

Net!Bond!Amount $10.8!M $17.1!M $18.8!M $22.2!M $27.2!M
Parcel!Tax!(adj.)!! $11.9!M $18.8!M $20.7!M $24.5!M $29.9!M

$90 $15!M $25!M $30!M $37.5!M $50!M

Net!Bond!Amount $12.3 M $19.4!M $21.3!M $25.3!M $30.9!M
Parcel!Tax!(adj.) $13.5!M $21.3!M $23.5!M $27.8!M $34 M

$100 $16.8!M $28!M $33.6!M! $42!M! $56!M

Net!Bond!Amount $13.9!M $21.7!M $23.9!M $28.3!M $34.6!M
Parcel!Tax!(adj.)!! $15.2!M $23.9!M $26.3!M $31.1!M $38.1!M


















